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Issues 
 

• Trying to reconcile forest sector with energy sector 
 
• Take into account the moisture in products 
 
• Provide scope for national variations, particularly in species 

of wood 
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Measurement Units (fuel wood) 
 

Weight units: the best correlation between energy value and the fuel 
wood measurement unit is dry weight (odmt).  

                Seasoned wood                                   Green wood 
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One tonne of fuelwood in energywood statistics: if green, it would likely have about  50% moisture content (wet basis);  if  seasoned it would likely have 20% moisture content (wet basis). The difference in potential energy content is huge. The green tonne would have 500 kg of dry matter, while the seasoned tonne would have 800 kg of dry matter and assuming that the green material eventually gets seasoned during storage before it is burned it would theoretically have only 62.5% of the energy value of the seasoned wood (this seems to me to be a lot of variability and gives the benefit of the doubt that it will eventually be seasoned, allowing for the same efficiency). If the 50% moisture content wood was not seasoned before combustion, this variability is even worse, with the tonne of green wood now producing about half of the energy (all other things being equal).  Pellets have about 93% dry content and only about 7% mcw and by using dry weight it is easy to aggregate pellets and other forms of wood energy, such as chips, together with firewood into a common unit of measure with a tight correlation between the unit and potential energy yield.  Now the same scenario but on a dry basis. One tonne of fuelwood reported on a dry basis: if the fuelwood converted to energy is green, again having 50% moisture content, vs. another tonne converted to energy again having 20% moisture content.  The maximum relative potential error in this scenario is 10% (this figure will vary slightly dependant on species, but is actually quite accurate), which is the additional energy wasted in the 50% moisture wood to evaporate the additional moisture over the 20% moisture wood.  And if the green wood was measured when fresh, but stored and allowed to season, the energy content would be theoretically the same. Relative to this, you might notice that most graphics that want to emphasise the "tremendous importance" of moisture content as a driver of energy potential always use the weight of wood as the unit; OF COURSE one kg of wood which is 50% MCW (water) is going to have less than half the heat of one kg of wood with 0% MCW (water does not burn!). When reflected on a volumetric or dry weight basis the difference is more along the lines of 10% (just the energy required to evaporate the contained moisture content).



Volumetric units 
• Woods of different species have a wide range of density, which drives 

dry weight and energy content, however there is good data, especially 
at a species level, for converting from volume to dry weight 

• The dry weight and energy content per m3 of a dense hardwood, such 
as beech, can easily be 50% higher than a low density softwood, such 
as spruce)   

• Bark: fuelwood volume measured inside bark, 
which ignores the volume of combustible energy  
included in this material (typically a  
5-15% add-on depending on the losses  
incurred during harvest and handling). 
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I like m3 as a unit, but it is problematic for things such as chips or hogfuel (we convert chips to solid wood equivalent which has a huge amount of variability, but a big percentage of folks using chips and other wood particles buy them on a dry tonne). In addition, m3 has problems even with straightforward products like fuelwood: Most species of non-coniferous fuelwood shrink volumetrically by about 6-8% and non-coniferous will shrink about 3-4% when dried from green  (50% MCW) to a seasoned state (20% MCW), which is not accounted for. Further confusing the issue is the fact that m3 is reported in underbark volume although we burn the bark and this likely accounts for about 6% of the potential heat value of the fuelwood. 



Higher heating value or lower heating value 
• LHV is more descriptive of the heat that can be generated during 

combustion as it accounts for heat loss from moisture, but requires 
knowledge of the moisture content and the hydrogen content of the fuel 
source    

• HHV measures the maximum potential, simpler, as it doesn't require 
that the H content be measured, and more accurate, as it only 
introduces errors from the calorific measurement whereas the LLV 
carries potential errors in measuring the calorific value as well as errors 
from sampling and determining the H content. 

• There is often confusion between surrounding LHV and and efficiency 
loss, which is the losses from heat that escapes in the exhaust stack as 
well as other combustion inefficiencies from incomplete combustion 
and the temperature of incoming air 

• As a result, many find HHV a more consistent measure   



Measuring 
 

• Start with wood from forest, measured in 1000 m3 
 
• Take into account the moisture in products 
 
• Provide scope for national variations, particularly in species 

of wood 
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Black liquor 



Black liquor 
 

black liquor tons = chemical wood pulp [metric tonnes] X 0.9 
[water content] X 1.9 (black liquor/unit chemical pulp=1.9) / 
(1-moisture content of black liquor=20%) 
 
Converting tons black liquor to energy is 13.9 GJ per tdm 
(using higher heating value) 
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Fuelwood m3rw/odmt 2.40 -- 2.45 1.90 2.30 1.82 2.50 1.72 1.60 2.22 -- -- 2.22 2.10 

Product basic density (solid volume, oven dry) kg/m3 
417 -- 460 526 432 550 450 780 625 450 -- -- 460 521 

Higher heating value m3 rw/gj 0.12 -- 0.12 0.1 -- 0.15 0.12 0.08 -- -- -- -- 0.12 0.12 

Pellets m3rw/m3p solid 
-- -- 2.86 2.86 -- 2.20 -- 2.23 -- -- -- -- 2.55 2.54 

Roundwood input to bulk m3 pellets m3rw/m3p bulk 
1.44 -- 1.51 1.79 1.44 -- -- -- -- -- -- 1.44 1.44 1.52 

Product basic density (solid volume, oven dry) kg/m3 
-- -- 1 080 1 200 1 120 920 -- 1 070 1 010 -- -- -- 1 075 1 067 

Bulk density (loose volume, 5-10% mcw) kg/m3 
652 -- 650 750 650 -- -- 670 -- -- -- 689 661 677 

Higher heating value (bulk volume) m3bulk/gj .083 -- 0.09 0.78 0.09 0.13 -- 0.08 0.07 -- -- 0.08 0.08 0.09 
Pressed logs and briquettes  m3rw/odmt 2.38 -- 0.87 2.38 -- 2.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- 2.29 1.96 

Product basic density (solid volume, oven dry) kg/m3 
-- -- 1 080 1 000 1 200 950 -- 1 120 1 100 -- -- -- 1 090 1 075 

Bulk density (loose volume) kg/m3 761 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 761 761 
Higher heating value m3bulk/gj 0.07 -- 0.09 0.13 -- 0.13 -- 0.05 -- -- -- -- 0.09 0.09 

Bark and chipped fuel m3rw/odmt 2.38 -- 2.5 -- -- -- -- 1.83 -- 2.85 -- -- 2.44 2.39 

Product basic density (solid volume, oven dry) kg/m3 
393 350 400 -- -- -- -- -- -- 350 -- -- 372 373 

Bulk density (loose volume at 50% mcw) kg/m3 
236 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 236 236 

Higher heating value m3 rw/gj 0.12 -- -- -- -- -- -- .08 -- -- -- -- 0.10 0.10 
Charcoal m3rw/odmt -- -- 6.1 7.0 5.0 -- -- 5.7 -- -- 6.0 -- 6.00 5.96 
Wood-based ethanol m3rw/kilolitre -- -- -- -- 8.62 -- -- -- -- -- -- 6.80 7.71 7.71 
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Conversion Factors – JWEE 

Industrial Roundwood (C & NC) m³ 0.42 tdm / m³

Fuelwood (C & NC) m³ 0.42 tdm / m³

Industrial Roundwood (C & NC) m³ 0.42 tdm / m³

Fuelwood (C & NC) m³ 0.42 tdm / m³

m³ 0.42 tdm / m³

Chips and particles m³ 0.42 tdm / m³

Wood residues m³ 0.42 tdm / m³

Bark m³ 0.47 tdm / m³

Unspecified solid co-products m³ 0.42 tdm / m³

Black liquor (without crude tall oil) t 0.80 tdm / t

Crude tall oil t 1.00 t / t

Unspecified liquid co-products t

Wood Charcoal t 0.94 tdm / t

Wood Pellets t 0.92 tdm / t

...of which: torrified t 0.97 tdm / t

Wood Briquettes t 0.92 tdm / t

Pyrolysis Oils Million L 880 t / Million L

Cellulose based ethanol Million L 792.39 t / Million L

Wood based biodiesel Million L 880 t / Million L

Processed wood-based fuel production

Processed liquid 
biofuels from wood

Primary solid biomass

Woody Biomass from 
Forests

Woody Biomass 
Outside Forests

* please adjust conversion factors where necessary

conversion factor (tdm or 
t)

Table I and II to IV

Unit

Forest based Industry

Solid
co-products

(C & NC)

Liquid
co-products

(C & NC)

Processed solid 
biofuels from wood

Original
 Unit

[1 000]

Unspecified primary solid biomass
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Species Compostion – JWEE 
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Contact:  

Alex McCusker 

alex.mccusker@unece.org or 
stats.timber@unece.org 

 

 Thank you!  

mailto:Alex.mccusker@unece.org
mailto:stats.timber@unece.org
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